Why should I vote YES on the September 14th Recall Election?
To demand that politicians follow the same rules they set for us

After ordering Californians to stay home and avoid social gatherings, Gavin Newsom arrogantly
ignored his own edicts by dining with lobbyists at the expensive French Laundry restaurant while
not wearing a mask or social distancing.

To improve Public Safety

Crime is spiking in California, yet Gavin Newsom ordered the early release of 20 thousand
prison inmates and is giving another 76 thousand the chance to leave prison before serving their
full terms. Meanwhile, he’s done nothing to fix the law that allows criminals to get away with
serial thefts with almost no consequences.

To end unemployment fraud and get benefits to those in need

Gavin Newsom's Employment Development Department has sent over $30 billion in fraudulent
check to prison inmates and other criminals, while forcing hundreds of thousands of out-of-work
Californians to wait for months for money they are owed.

To get the unhoused the help they need while cleaning up our communities

While Gavin Newsom continues to claim that homelessness is his top priority, the problem has
gotten much worse since he has been in office. He now wants to spend an additional $12 billion
in tax dollars on new programs and says it will take five more years (!) to make a dent in
homelessness.

To get our kids back into classrooms

Gavin Newsom allowed teacher unions, not science, to dictate when schools would reopen and
whether students will be forced to get vaccinated or wear masks in the classroom this fall. While
your children were forced to continue distance learning, his own children were attending inperson classes at their prestigious private school.

To prioritize wildfire prevention, not treat it as an afterthought

Gavin Newsom cut $150 million dollars from the state's fire protection budget and misled the
public about his fire protection record, exaggerating by over 690% the number of acres protected
under his own program and leaving over 78,000 acres vulnerable to devastating fires. Experts
refer to the fires now burning in our state as “fuel-driven” – a direct result of the Governor’s
neglect.

Watch your mailbox! Ballots begin arriving on August 14th!
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To accelerate new water storage projects the voters approved years ago and
protect residential water supplies

While millions of water customers are facing severe restrictions on their personal water usage,
Gavin Newsom's biggest campaign donor continues to use 120 billion gallons a year - enough to
supply all of the residents of Los Angeles and San Francisco for an entire year, and the governor
hasn’t lifted a finger to get new water storage built – storage approved many years ago by
California’s voters.

To put a stop to Gavin Newsom’s COVID corruption

Gavin Newsom agreed to a secretive nearly one-billion-dollar state contract to produce face
masks with a politically connected company in Communist China. A head of the company had
donated tens of thousands of dollars to Newsom's campaign. Without the legislature knowing,
the company was wired half a million dollars. Even now, after the CDC has lifted most COVID19 restrictions, Gavin Newsom has refused to give up the emergency executive powers he
invoked during the pandemic, allowing him to continue awarding no-bid multi-million dollar
contracts to his biggest campaign donors.

Because emergency powers should be used to help Californians, not campaign
donors

Due to high taxes and fees, Californians pay over $1.20 more than the national average for a
gallon of gas, but Gavin Newsom refused to stop or delay a 50-cent-per-gallon gas tax increase
on July 1. Californians are paying almost double what residents of Texas pay for a gallon of gas.

To get a Governor who puts the PEOPLE first, not his own pocketbook

Governor Newsom ordered 10% pay cuts for state workers because of the pandemic. Newsom
promised to reduce his own pay, but broke his promise and continued to collect his full monthly
salary. Also, companies in which the Governor has an ownership interest received millions of
dollars from the Paycheck Protection Program. One of the companies is a winery that received
nearly $1 million to protect just 14 jobs - more than SEVEN times the average small business
loan to other California companies with a similar number of workers.

To Get Involved or Volunteer for the Recall visit
www.svgop.com/volunteer
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